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1914 - 2014
The Power Slim
The transparent Light
Continua60 is a smasher
Chocolate training for
children

1914 - 2014
Dear reader,
Is your summer holiday already
passed? Or do you still have
plans for August or September?
A visit to Belgium where the first
world war is commemorated “with
chocolate” is something different
for a change. Or perhaps you
already started with the new
products for 2015. With the
Power Slim or transparent Light
tunnels we will be at your service,
to help achieve this “a bit faster”.
Of the different tempering
machines, the model of 60 kg
will be illustrated as this is by far
the most popular type. And to
come back on the holiday, we will
show some pictures of a
chocolate-training for kids.
Enjoy the late summer and
especially a lot of reading
pleasure with this mailing!
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

Exactly 100 years ago, the first World War broke out. In Belgium and the
neighbouring countries, there are now many commemorations and
celebrations planned. The red poppy flourished abundantly along the Belgian
war fields at that time, and were noticed by both enemy and friend. The bloodred flower symbolizes the commemoration so many years later. Some of our
clients were inspired by this and they have developed some wonderful
products. For the displayed chocolate poppies, Prefamac designed a
customized chocolate mould, which is used intensively, practically 24/7.
Another customer also came on the market with a special poppy packaging for
some of its products.
Click on more pictures to get some ideas for what it is nice in your country or
region. Prefamac can always help you think, how to work this out on very short
notice.

More pictures
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Wages are
expensive.
Cleaning is a
must, but
cleaning costs
money. Lots of
money. The
POWER SLIM
cooling tunnel is
a wonderful
solution for this
costly cleaning
problem. When
opening the covers, both the upper carpet belt and the return belt are
accessible. We already start from 500 mm belt width, but the majority of these
tunnels is between 820 and 1600 mm width. The length is determined by your
available space and the required cooling capacity (for the various products that
you wish to cool). The drive can be single or double, as well as the control of
the carpet belt.
At more pictures, we show both the POWER SLIM and the POWER PLUS
tunnels with removable "bottom plates" to solve the cleaning problem.
More pictures

Look the
chocolate
becomes hard!
For the applications
of 400 and 500 mm
belt width (620 mm
on request) the
Prefamac cooling
tunnel LIGHT is
deployed. The
standard model is
always with white
detachable covers
with a very high
insulation value.
The opaque covers can also be executed with one or more windows (with light)
so that you can nicely follow the cooling process. What is new with the Light
tunnel,s one with transparent covers. The success of customers who choose
their products on-site, and then afterwards take it home or consume it right
away, is a modern trend. With the transparent Light and a coloured tempering
machine, you can count on success with both the younger and the older
customers.
Choose more pictures, where we also show the traditional Light tunnel and
the stainless steel or coloured Inspire tempering machine. If this does not work
inspiring !!
More pictures

The Continua60
smasher

is

a

For the tempering machines
Prefamac lets you choose
between 15, 30 and 60 kg
capacity. 60 kg is the
smasher because of the
small price difference with
the other models. Of 45°C
to 28/30°C can be done in
about 15 minutes, so the
production level can be
increased with this simple
and economical machine.
The Continua60 can be
used for filling moulds or hollow figures. With various dosing heads (quickfills)
and a standard interval function it can be done even faster. Or with a
pneumatic moulds scraper with vibration function. Also, an enrober belt for
chocolates, cookies or truffles is available. Thus, it is a very easy and very
flexible machine. For small and medium businesses, or labs.
Choose more pictures where the different options are shown. Also a melting
kettle with pump station is presented, which constantly provides chocolate at
45°C.
More pictures

Chocolate and holiday
fun
Parents want their young
kids rather not spend the
holidays on the computer or
playing on the iPhone. In
England
and
The
Netherlands SciTech thus
organizes since several
years a chocolate-training
for young kids. Everything
from A to Z is taught with the
simple Prefamac machines.
One or two weeks for the
little experts among them.
Thanks for this great
initiative!
So
we
will
definitely see some highly
motivated
chocolate
confectioners
and
cookie

bakers

in

the

future.

Click on more pictures where we show some young whizzes at work.
More pictures
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